
Welcome back to the 2023 online Troop Cookie Manager Training for Girl Scouts River 
Valleys! 
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Engaging Girls and Families



This is the second in a series of your five training videos. This session is packed with 
information on engaging girls & families in the Cookie Program. 
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Online Training Series

Five Training Videos

• Cookie Program Overview

• Engaging Girls and Families

• Managing the Cookies

• Managing the Cookie Finances

• Smart Cookies



Here’s a look at what we will cover during this section:
Ways to Sell
Girl Rewards
Cookie Policies
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Engaging Girls and Families in 
Cookie Sales

• Ways to sell
• Girl rewards
• Cookie policies

In this Section:



When we say we aim to make the Cookie Program 
accessible, flexible, and customizable so every Girl Scout 
has a path to participation, we really mean it. Once 
again, our THREE cookie participation options return this 
season: online, hybrid, and in-person cookies. Girl Scouts 
and their families can participate in the options that 
work best for them--whether it’s one, two, or all three 
options. With all of the different options, there are some 
different ways that you’ll manage your troop’s cookie 
inventory, but we’ll cover that in the next section. For 
now, let’s take a closer look at the ways Girl Scouts can 
sell cookies.
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Cookie Program Participation Options

Three cookie participation options:



Online sales are an effective sales channel that is becoming more and more popular. 
Girl Scouts that utilize their online Smart Cookies account sell more cookies. In fact, 
on average, they sell over 190 packages more! According to ABC Bakers, the per girl 
average for girls (or PGA) with a Smart Cookies account is 343 packages while the 
PGA for girls that don’t engage with the system online is 152 packages. Last year, 82% 
of River Valleys Girl Scouts sold cookies online, which was a 2% increase from 2021 
and we anticipate that percentage will continue to grow this season. Girls can choose 
to turn on and off their sales link for girl delivery at any time during the sale, making 
it easy and convenient for families to provide cookies to their customers locally when 
they have the inventory on hand.
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Ways to Sell: Online Cookies
Girl Scout Cookie 

Delivered
Direct Ship

Girl Sales Link Option to turn on/off X

E-Card Pick which customers to 
offer to

X

Troop Sales Link X

Troop Direct 
Ship Link

X



Girl Scouts can get a jump start on their sale with pre-sales and online sales when 
they open on February 10.  This presales timeframe is completely optional and at the 
family's discretion. It’s a great opportunity for Girls and their families to get logged in 
and set up in Smart Cookies before the sale even starts. They can load in their 
contacts, find their sales link, and start connecting with customers and start recording 
orders. By the time Go Day rolls around, they’ll be all set to deliver cookies right 
away! 
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Pre-Sales & Online Sales

• Pre-Sales & Online sales begin on February 
10

• Connect with cookie customers early

• Record cookie orders

• Deliver on Cookie Go Day



One of the most foundational ways to sell cookies is door-to-door. Girls will load up 
their sled or wagon with inventory and visit their neighbors who are excited to 
purchase. They can leave door hangers or business cards available in the booth and 
sales kit.  This gives customers who aren’t home the option to purchase from her 
sales link or contact her adult to complete the sale.  With the hybrid selling method, 
she can reach out to these customers ahead of time to collect their orders and drop 
off their cookies on their porch. Or she could simply leave door hangers at each 
person’s house with her sales link set for direct ship only. 
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Ways to Sell: Door-to-Door

• Girls canvas the neighborhood 
for eager cookie customers

• Leave door hangers/business 
cards

• Porch Drop Off



Whether parents are working in person or virtual, they can still collect orders 
on behalf of their girl. For workplace sales, girls can get creative to connect 
with their customers. They can create a fun video or write a letter to customers 
with their sales pitch, or maybe even pop in for a virtual meeting! These 
opportunities give girls the chance to share their goals and donation partner--
and give their sales pitch for why customers should purchase.
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Ways to Sell: Workplace Sales
• Virtual or in person

• Connect with customers with a letter or video



Of our 3.5 million packages in sales last year, 30% of those sales were powered by 
cookie booths. Girl Scouts were able to get out in front of customers in safe and 
effective ways. Our average sales per hour was 37 pkgs. When it comes to the 
locations where troops were at the most, Cub was a winner with the most booth 
hours attended by troops, followed by TROOP ARRANGED opportunities, and 
Walmart rounding out the top three.
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Ways to Sell: Cookie 
booths

• 30% of cookie sales were made 
through booths LY

• Average sales per hour LY: 37

• Booth hours by chain:
• Cub: 34%
• Troop arranged: 30%
• Walmart: 13%



Let’s do a quick review of our two types of booths: council-secured and troop-
secured. We’ve been working so hard to line up a wide variety of council-secured 
cookie booths this year. As you can see here on the screen, we have lots of fantastic 
partnerships in progress including Dunkin Donuts, GNC, Mall of America and several 
other Minnesota malls, Goodwill, Hy-Vee, JoAnn’s, the Minnesota Wild games, and 
much more!  Good news, we’ll also continue our national partnership with Walmart 
and Sam’s Club-which is arranged through GSUSA. Finally, we are thrilled to continue 
our local Cub Partnership for another year.  You can see the 2023 cub patch here on 
the screen that troops can earn by selling at a Cub booth locations. 
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Cookie Booths: Council-secured



This year, we will run the Lottery and FCFS rounds like normal. These are important 
dates that you do not want to miss.  The Lottery selections open January 8th, and 
close January 15th at 11am.  The lottery runs on January 15th at 12:00pm.  Troops may 
choose up to 10 booths to add to their lottery list, and spots are chosen at random.  It 
is advantageous for troops to select 10 booths, rather than just 1 or 2 that they really 
want.  They could end up with zero.  From the lottery, troops will receive 1 booth.  
This is the best way to distribute booths as fairly as possible, and make sure everyone 
has equal access to booths.  Then, starting on January 18th, First come, first serve 
booths start and continue through the end of the month.  Booth selections will close 
at 4 pm each of those days to allow us time to upload any additional booths.  Then at 
7, they will re-open with additional spaces open for troops to add to their current 
selections. On February 1st, the cap on booth selections will be lifted, and troops can 
add in any additional booths they would like. 
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Cookie Booth Sign-up

Council-Secured Booths
• Lottery Selections: January 8-15 at 11am

• Lottery Runs: January 15 at 12:00pm

• FCFS Dates: January 18, 19, 20, 23, 31



Troop-secured cookie booths continue to grow in popularity, now representing 30% 
of all booth sales. There’s so much opportunity out there! As members of the 
community, troops know the best spots in town to sell, and can foster personal 
relationships with booth partners. 

We’ve seen some creative opportunities:  hosting drive-thru booths in large parking 
lots, a growing # of sales at family-friendly craft breweries, convenience stores, car 
dealerships, places of worship after services on the weekend, clubs like the VFW and 
American Legion that often host fish fries during the season--even scheduling a 
virtual booth to take orders, then deliver with curbside pickup--and that’s just to 
mention a few. Work with your troops to think beyond council-secured booths and 
brainstorm ideas for high-traffic areas in your Service Unit that would be locations 
conducive for a cookie booth. 
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Cookie Booths: Troop-secured

• Drive-thru booths
• Craft breweries
• Convenience stores
• Car dealerships
• Places of worship
• VFW/American Legion
• Virtual booth sales



There’s no easier booth than the one that can be set up in the neighborhood! Girl 
Scouts have really embraced Lemonades Stands, which are basically a cookie booth 
on a person’s private property. Girls can work with the parent/guardian for a solo 
opportunity or team with their Girl Scout sisters and make it a troop-secured 
opportunity. That way, they’ll be able to use Smart Cookies to process credit card 
payments and enter sales in the Smart Booth Divider to give credit to those that 
worked at the booth.
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Lemonades Stands



Once again, all approved booths will be added to the GSUSA cookie finder. Customers 
will use the Find Cookies feature on the River Valleys and GSUSA websites. Cookie 
Finder app will no longer be supported this season, so this will be the method that 
customers will use to search for cookies in their zip code. Customers will again view a 
list of cookie booths and if they prefer to have cookies shipped directly to them, their 
purchase will support a local troop. The cookie finder will show one troop for direct 
ship and cycle through all the troops in that particular zip code. 
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GSUSA Cookie Finder

• Customers will use the Find 
Cookies feature on the GSRV & 
GSUSA websites
• Mobile app discontinued

• Find local booths or support a 
local troop for direct ship 
purchases



We have resources to support your troop in their booth sales efforts including the 
Cookie Booth & Sales kit that contains the booth guide, posters, and fliers. The River 
Valleys shop also has items to help elevate a booth like banners, tablecloths, bags, 
and even the brand new cookie cart. 
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Cookie Booth Resources

• Cookie Booth & Sales Kit
• Cookie Booth & Sales Guide
• Posters
• Fliers

• Items from the Shop
• Tablecloths
• Signs
• Bags



Cookie booth of the week returns for 2023.
Each week, troops submit a photo of their stellar cookie booths. We will feature two
winning troops from each week’s submissions, based on Girl Scout Grade levels: one
winner from all Daisy, Brownie, and Junior troops and one winner from all Cadette,
Senior, and Ambassador troops chosen by River Valleys staff as Cookie Booth of the
Week.

Each girl selling in the troop will receive a patch, and the troop will be eligible to win
Cookie Booth of the Year.

Two troops from these entries will be chosen as Cookie Booth of the Year: One D/B/J,
one C/S/A - will be rewarded with a trip to the Sea Life at Mall of America on us ($200
credit towards admission)!
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Cookie Booth of the 
Week

• Troops submit their photo

• One winner from DBJ & CSA

• Cookie Booth of the Year 
• Grand prize of a trip to Sea Life @ 

MOA



With our Cookie Care donation programs, we still have two participation 
options for troops. Troops can choose to participate in one or both options. For 
both options, troops collect the donation money from customers, record the 
sales in Smart Cookies, Girl Scouts get credit towards their rewards, and 
troops earn proceeds.

One option for troops is to have river valleys facilitate the donation, by sending 
cookies to our food shelf, and school lunch partners, plus this year, we’ve 
added the Red Cross to our donation partners-who will be using cookies at 
their blood drives after cookie season. 
Your troop may also choose to donate to a partner you have developed a 
relationship with. Girls work together to decide where their cookies should go, 
and work directly with the partner to give them cookies. 

We understand tracking donations in Smart Cookies can be a little tricky, so we will be 
providing updated resources to help troops work their way through donations during 
the sale.
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Cookie Care Donation Program

River Valleys Donations
• River Valleys facilitates the donation 

of packages to food shelves and 
school lunch programs

• New for 2023: American Red Cross

Troop Donations
• Troop works together to choose a 

donation recipient and facilitates 
drop off at the end of the season



When it comes to our girl and troop rewards, we have a very exciting lineup in store 
again this year with a mix of fun & functional items like: the mascot plush, a color 
changing water bottle, and the popular cookie hoodie! Along with those items, we 
also have some very cool experiences and of course, PATCHES. In fact, we are 
introducing an achievement bar patch this year. Girls can earn one achievement bar 
patch for the highest package sales level they reach. Girls must sell at least 50 
packages to earn an achievement bar. Girls can use their Smart Cookies sales link to 
earn online rewards, participate in our Cookie Care donation program to earn 
additional items, and team with their troop to join in the group effort to earn Troop 
PGA rewards like this incredibly awesome theme duffle bag. 

At select reward levels girls will have the chance to choose between an item and a 
Cookie Credit. We’ll also have the opportunity for girls to earn a camp coupon and a 
special Phemon coupon to use towards the national convention in Orlando.
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Rewards
• Robust lineup of exciting items, 

patches, and experiences

• Online Rewards

• Donation Rewards

• Troop PGA Rewards

• Cookie Credits & Special Coupons



I also wanted to highlight two, new patch programs. We have rebranded our 
philanthropic program this season-where girls can choose to make a donation at a 
select reward level to a non profit instead of receiving a reward item. Now, our 
philanthropic program will be called the LemonAID program. This year’s non profit 
was selected by our girls, and it is the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center in Roseville. This 
is an incredible organization that provides care for injured or orphaned animals.

AND-we also have a new patch program for troops that achieve a PGA of 440 or 
more. These troops will not only receive a troop PGA item, but they will also receive 
the Troop Mighty, Mighty Mints Patches that they can proudly wear on their vests or 
sashes to mark this mighty achievement. We’ll feature the entire reward line up soon 
on Cookie Central and of course, we’ll have our girl reward flier in your cookie 
materials later this month.
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New Patch Programs
LemonAID Program: Wildlife 

Rehab Center

Troop Mighty, Mighty Mints: 
Troops with a 440+ PGA



When meeting with your girls, set aside some time to look over the program badges 
that are associated with entrepreneurship. The five business skills are a core 
component of the cookie program, and girls can wear these badges with pride. You 
can find a complete list of cookie badges on Cookie Central.

Girls can team with their families to earn the cookie entrepreneur family pin! This is a 
great way to further flex on the five business skills. There are 13 pins total with the 
potential to earn one each year throughout a girl’s journey in the program.
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Cookie Badges & Pins

• Entrepreneurship badges at 
each program level

• Incorporates five business 
skills

• Cookie Entrepreneur Family 
Pin



What’s another great way to get girls excited about 
the cookie season? It’s a Cookie Rally! Check with 
your service unit cookie manager to see if your 
local SU is hosting a rally, maybe even a virtual rally 
this year?? If your service unit isn’t holding a rally, 
we have an opportunity this year! You can join in 
our council sponsored virtual rally on February 7. 
Watch for more information on the council rally 
also in The Cookie Press soon! 
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Cookie Rallies
• Service unit cookie rallies

o Connect with your Service Unit 
Cookie Manager to learn of 
opportunities in your area

• Cookie Rally from home, virtual 
event on 2/7
o Watch for details in The Cookie 

Press



You can access our cookie policies from Cookie Central and direct troops to review 
them ahead of the cookie season. Most policies remain the same from last season. 
The policy we tend to get the most questions on is the digital sales policy. As a 
reminder, sales on Craigslist, eBay, Facebook Marketplace, & Garage Sales Sites-all are 
still not allowed for 2023. If you have further questions after reviewing policies, feel 
free to contact us. 
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Cookie Policies
Find policies on Cookie Central

Current digital sales policies:
• Not Allowed: Sales on Craigslist, eBay, Facebook 

Marketplace, or any Garage Sale Sites 
• Contact River Valleys if you have further questions



Our River Valleys Shops feature items your troops 
can use for marketing their cookie sale as well as 
fun themed items to purchase for girls and adults. 
We are in love with these cozy fleece lounger pants 
and the zip up Cookie Boss Track jacket! We will 
also be carrying Cookie Booth, Cookie Rally and 
Volunteer patches with this year's dolphin 
mascot. We have a new Cookie Cart for 2023, as 
well as tablecloths, signs, money pouches and so 
much more!
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New Cookie Items Available in
our Retail Shops!



We are excited to welcome you into our Retail 
Shop locations in January where we will be holding 
Cookie Open Houses. Come into the shop and 
have some fun while you are at it! We will be 
featuring a game of chance, a drawing, Dolphin 
SWAP making and cookie sampling! The dates are 
listed on the screen. Our retail staff look forward to 
seeing you and your girls!
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You’re Invited!
“Under the Sea" Cookie 
Retail Open Houses

Come join in the fun! There will be a game of chance for fun 
prizes, a drawing for an Under the Sea bundle of products and 

Dolphin SWAP making. We will also have a limited supply of the 
new Raspberry Rally cookie for you to sample!

Brooklyn Center Retail Shop: January 6th and 7th

St. Paul Retail Shop: January 20th and 21st

Mankato Retail Shop: January 21st

Rochester Retail Shop: January 21st

We can't wait to see you!



To review our key takeaways from this section-
• Girls have the flexibility to participate in many 

innovative ways, based on their comfort level

• Girls can earn awesome 
rewards for selling 
cookies in any of the 
participation options
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Key Takeaways
• Girls have the flexibility to participate in 

many innovative ways, based on their 
comfort level

• Girls can earn awesome rewards for 
selling cookies in any of the participation 
options

• Stay tuned for a GSRV Cookie Rally at 
home!



• Stay tuned for a GSRV Cookie Rally at home!
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